Abstract. In this paper, we present an abstraction for heap-allocated storage, called the recency-abstraction, that allows abstract-interpretation algorithms to recover some non-trivial information for heap-allocated data objects. As an application of the recency-abstraction, we show how it can resolve virtual-function calls in stripped executables (i.e., executables from which debugging information has been removed). This approach succeeded in resolving 55% of virtual-function call-sites, whereas previous tools for analyzing executables fail to resolve any of the virtual-function call-sites.
Introduction
A great deal of work has been done on algorithms for flow-insensitive points-to analysis [1, 9, 35] (including algorithms that exhibit varying degrees of contextsensitivity [8, 12, 13, 38] ), as well as on algorithms for flow-sensitive points-to analysis [18, 29] . However, all of the aforementioned work uses a very simple abstraction of heap-allocated storage, which we call the allocation-site abstraction [6, 24] :
All of the nodes allocated at a given allocation site s are folded together into a single summary node n s . In terms of precision, the allocation-site abstraction can often produce poorquality information because it does not allow strong updates to be performed. A strong update overwrites the contents of an abstract object, and represents a definite change in value to all concrete objects that the abstract object represents [6, 33] . Strong updates cannot generally be performed on summary objects because a (concrete) update usually affects only one of the summarized concrete objects. If allocation site s is in a loop, or in a function that is called more than once, then s can allocate multiple nodes with different addresses. A points-to fact "p points to n s " means that program variable p may point to one of the nodes that n s represents. For an assignment of the form p->selector1 = q, pointsto-analysis algorithms are ordinarily forced to perform a weak update: that is, selector edges emanating from the nodes that p points to are accumulated ; the abstract execution of an assignment to a field of a summary node cannot kill the effects of a previous assignment because, in general, only one of the nodes that n s represents is updated on each concrete execution of the assignment statement. Because imprecisions snowball as additional weak updates are performed (e.g., for assignments of the form r->selector1 = p->selector2), the use of weak updates has adverse effects on what a points-to-analysis algorithm can determine about the properties of heap-allocated data structures.
To mitigate the effects of weak updates, many pointer-analysis algorithms in the literature side-step the issue of soundness. For instance, in a number of pointer-analysis algorithms-both flow-insensitive and flow-sensitive-the initial points-to set for each pointer variable is assumed to be ∅ (rather than ⊤). For local variables and malloc-site variables, the assumption that the initial value is ∅ is not a safe one-it does not over-approximate all of the program's behaviors. The program shown in Fig. 1 illustrates this issue. In Fig. 1 (a), *pp is not initialized on all paths leading to "**pp = 10", whereas in Fig. 1 (b), *pp is initialized on all paths leading to "**pp = 10". A pointer-analysis algorithm that makes the unsafe assumption mentioned above will not be able to detect that the malloc-block pointed to by pp is possibly uninitialized at the dereference **pp. For Fig. 1(b) , the algorithm concludes correctly that "**pp = 10" modifies either a or b, but for Fig. 1(a) , the algorithm concludes incorrectly that "**pp = 10" only modifies a, which is not sound.
On the other hand, assuming that the malloc-block can point to any variable or heap-allocated object immediately after the call to malloc (i.e., has the value ⊤) leads to sound but imprecise points-to sets in both versions of the program in Fig. 1 . The problem is as follows. When the pointer-analysis algorithm interprets statements "*pp = &a" and "*pp = &b", it performs a weak update. Because *pp is assumed to point to any variable or heap-allocated object, performing a weak update does not improve the points-to sets for the malloc-block (i.e., its value remains ⊤). Therefore, the algorithm concludes that "**pp = 10" may modify any variable or heap-allocated object in the program. It might seem possible to overcome the lack of soundness by tracking whether variables and fields of heap-allocated data structures are uninitialized (either as a separate analysis or as part of pointer analysis). However, such an approach will also encounter the weak-update problem for fields of heap-allocated data structures. For instance, for the program in Fig. 1(b) , the initial state of the malloc-block would be set to uninitialized. During dataflow analysis, when processing "*pp = &a" and "*pp = &b" it is not possible to change the state of the malloc-block to initialized because *pp points to a summary object. Hence, fields of memory allocated at malloc-sites will still be reported as possibly uninitialized.
Even the use of multiple summary nodes per allocation site, where each summary node is qualified by some amount of calling context (as in [16, 28] ), does not overcome the problem; that is, algorithms such as [16, 28] must still perform weak updates.
At the other extreme is a family of heap abstractions that have been introduced to discover information about the possible shapes of the heap-allocated data structures to which a program's pointer variables can point [33] . Those abstractions generally allow strong updates to be performed, and are capable of providing very precise characterizations of programs that manipulate linked data structures; however, the methods are also very costly in space and time.
The inability to perform strong updates not only causes less precise points-to information to be obtained for pointer-valued fields, it also causes less precise numeric information to be obtained for int-valued fields. For instance, with interval analysis (an abstract interpretation that determines an interval for each variable that over-approximates the variable's set of values) when an int-valued field of a heap-allocated data structure is initialized to ⊤ (meaning any possible int value), performing a weak update will leave the field's value as ⊤. Making unsound assumptions (such as an empty interval) for the initial value of int-valued fields nullifies the soundness guarantees of abstract-interpretation. Consequently, the results of the analysis cannot be used to prove absence of bugs.
In this paper, we present an abstraction for heap-allocated storage, referred to as the recency-abstraction, that is somewhere in the middle between the extremes of one summary node per malloc site [1, 9, 35] and complex shape abstractions [33] . In particular, the recency-abstraction enables strong updates to be performed in many cases, and at the same time, ensures that the results are sound.
The recency-abstraction incorporates a number of ideas known from the literature, including -associating abstract malloc-blocks with allocation sites (à la the allocationsite abstraction [6, 24] ) -isolating a distinguished non-summary node that represents the memory location that will be updated by a statement (as in the k-limiting approach [19, 22] and shape analysis based on 3-valued logic [33] ) -using a history relation to record information about a node's past state [27] -attaching numeric information to summary nodes to characterize the number of concrete nodes represented [39] -for efficiency, associating each program point with a single shape-graph [6, 24, 25, 32, 36] and using an independent-attribute abstraction to track information about individual heap locations [17] . The contributions of our work are as follows:
-We propose an inexpensive abstraction for heap-allocated data structures that allows us to obtain some useful results for objects allocated in the heap.
-We apply this abstraction in a particularly challenging context, and study its effectiveness. In particular, we measured how well it resolves virtualfunction calls in stripped x86 executables obtained from C++ code. The recency-abstraction permits our tool to recover information about pointers to virtual-function tables assigned to objects when the source code contains a call new C, where C is a class that has virtual methods. Using the recencyabstraction, our tool was able to resolve 55% of the virtual-function call-sites, whereas previous tools for analyzing executables-including IDAPro [20] (a commercial disassembler), as well as our own previous work without the recency abstraction [3] -fail to resolve any of the virtual-function call-sites. The recency-abstraction is beneficial when the initialization of objects is between two successive allocations at the same allocation site.
-It is particularly effective for initializing the VFT-field (the field of an object that holds the address of the virtual-function table) because the usual case is that the VFT-field is initialized in the constructor, and remains unchanged thereafter. -Inside methods that operate on lists, doubly-linked lists, and other linked data structures, an analysis based on the recency-abstraction would typically be forced to perform weak updates. The recency-abstraction does not go as far as methods for shape analysis based on 3-valued logic [33] , which can materialize a non-summary node for the memory location that will be updated by a statement and thereby make a strong update possible; however, such analysis methods are considerably more expensive in time and space than the one described here. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: §2 provides background on the issues that arise when resolving virtual-function calls in executables. §3 describes our recency-abstraction for heap-allocated data structures. §4 provides experimental results evaluating these techniques. §5 discusses related work.
Resolving Virtual-Function Calls in Executables
In recent years, there has been an increasing need for tools to help programmers and security analysts understand executables. For instance, commercial companies and the military increasingly use Commercial Off-The Shelf (COTS) components to reduce the cost of software development. They are interested in ensuring that COTS components do not perform malicious actions (or cannot be forced to perform malicious actions). Therefore, resolving virtual-function calls in executables is important: (1) as a code-understanding aid to analysts who examine executables, and (2) for recovering Intermediate Representations (IRs) so that additional analyses can be performed on the recovered IR (à la Engler et al. [11] , Chen and Wagner [7] , etc.). Poor information about virtual-function calls typically forces tool builders to treat them either (i) conservatively, e.g., as a call to any function whose address has been taken, which is a source of false positives, (ii) as if the call causes execution to halt, i.e., the analysis does not proceed beyond sites of virtual-function calls, which is a source of false negatives, or (iii) in an unsound fashion, e.g., as if they call a no-op function that returns immediately, which can lead to both false negatives and false positives.
In this section, we discuss the issues that arise when trying to resolve virtualfunction calls in executables. Consider an executable compiled from a C++ program that uses inheritance and virtual functions. The first four bytes of an object contains the address of the virtual-function table. We will refer to these four bytes as the VFT-field. In an executable, a call to new results in two operations: (1) a call to malloc to allocate memory, and (2) a call to the constructor to initialize (among other things) the VFT-field. A virtual-function call in source code gets translated to an indirect call through the VFT-field (see Fig. 2 ).
Fig. 2. Resolving virtual-function calls in executables. (A double box denotes a summary node.)
When source code is available, one way of resolving virtual-function calls is to associate type information with the pointer returned by the call to new and then propagate that information to other pointers at assignment statements. However, type information is usually not available in executables. Therefore, to resolve a virtual-function call, information about the contents of the VFT-field needs to be available. For a static-analysis algorithm to determine such information, it has to track the flow of information through the instructions in the constructor. Fig. 2 illustrates the results if the allocation-site abstraction is used. Using the allocation-site abstraction alone, it would not be possible to establish the link between the object and the virtual-function table: because the summary node represents more than one block, the interpretation of the instruction that sets the VFT-field can only perform a weak update, i.e., it can only join the virtualfunction table address with the existing addresses, and not overwrite the VFTfield in the object with the address of the virtual-function table. After the call to malloc, the fields of the object can have any value (shown as ⊤); computing the join of ⊤ with any value results in ⊤, which means that the VFT-field can point to anywhere in memory (shown as dashed arrows). Therefore, a definite link between the object and the virtual-function table is never established, and (if a conservative algorithm is desired) a client of the analysis can only conclude that the virtual-function call may resolve to any possible function.
The key to resolving virtual-function calls in executables is to be able to establish that the VFT-field definitely points to a certain virtual-function table. §2.1 describes the abstract domain used in Value-Set Analysis (VSA) [3] , a combined pointer-analysis and numeric-analysis algorithm that can track the flow of data in an executable. The version of the VSA domain described in §2.1 (the version used in [3] ) has the limitations discussed above (i.e., the need to perform weak updates); §3 describes an extension of the VSA domain that uses the recency-abstraction, and shows how it is able to establish a definite link between an object's VFT-field and the appropriate virtual-function table in many circumstances.
Value-Set Analysis
VSA is a combined numeric-analysis and pointer-analysis algorithm that determines an over-approximation of the set of numeric values or addresses that each variable holds at each program point. A key feature of VSA is that it takes into account pointer arithmetic operations and tracks integer-valued and address-valued quantities simultaneously. This is crucial for analyzing executables because numeric values and addresses are indistinguishable at runtime and pointer arithmetic is used extensively in executables. During VSA, a set of addresses and numeric values is represented by a safe approximation, which we refer to as a value-set.
Memory-Regions. In the runtime address space, there is no separation of the activation records of various procedures, the heap, and the memory for global data. However, during the analysis of an executable, we break the address space into a set of disjoint memory areas, which are referred to as memory-regions. Each memory-region represents a group of locations that have similar runtime properties. For example, the runtime locations that belong to the activation record of the same procedure belong to a memory-region.
For a given program, there are three kinds of regions: (1) the global -region contains information about locations that correspond to global data, (2) the ARregions contain information about locations that corresponds to the activationrecord of a particular procedure, and (3) the malloc-regions contain information about locations that are allocated at a particular malloc site.
When performing source-code analysis, the programmer-defined variables provide us with convenient compartments for tracking data manipulations involving memory. However, stripped executables do not have information about programmer-defined variables. In our work, we use the variable-recovery mechanism described in [4] to obtain variable-like entities for stripped executables. The variable-recovery algorithm described in [4] identifies the structure of each memory-region based on the data-access patterns in the executable, and treats each field of the structure recovered for the memory region as a variable. For instance, suppose that the structure of the AR-region for a procedure P is struct { int a; struct { int b; int c; } d; };
Procedure P would be treated as having three int-valued variables a, d.b, and d.c. Similarly, the fields of malloc-regions are treated as variables. In general, if R is a memory-region, Var R denotes the variables of R. For uniformity, registers are treated as variables.
Value-Sets. A value-set is a safe approximation for a set of addresses and numeric values. Suppose that n is the number of regions in the executable. A valueset is an n-tuple of strided intervals of the form s[l, u], with each component of the tuple representing the set of addresses in the corresponding region. For a 32-bit machine, a strided-interval s[l, u] represents the set of integers {i ∈ [−2 31 , 2
Call-strings. The call-graph of a program is a labeled graph in which each node represents a procedure, each edge represents a call, and the label on an edge represents the call-site corresponding to the call represented by the edge. A callstring [34] is a sequence of call-sites (c 1 c 2 . . . c n ) such that call-site c 1 belongs to the entry procedure, and there exists a path in the call-graph consisting of edges with labels c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n . CallString is the set of all call-strings in the program.
A call-string suffix of length k is either (c 1 c 2 . . . . . c k ), which is referred to as a saturated call-string, represents the set {cs|cs ∈ CallString, cs = πc 1 c 2 . . . c k , and |π| ≥ 1}. CallString k is the set of callstring suffixes of length k, plus non-saturated call-strings of length ≤ k. Consider the call-graph shown in Fig. 3(a) . The set CallString 2 for this call-graph is {ǫ,
Call-string Length Memory-region status map VSA is a flow-sensitive, context-sensitive, abstract-interpretation algorithm (parameterized by call-string length [34] ); it is an independent-attribute method (in the sense of [23] ) based on the abstract domain described below. To simplify the presentation, the discussion in this section uses the allocation-site abstraction for heap-allocated storage.
Let Proc denote the set of memory-regions associated with procedures in the program, AllocMemRgn denotes the set of memory regions associated with heapallocation sites, and Global denote the memory-region associated with the global data area. We work with the following basic domains:
VSA associates each program point with an AbsMemConfig: AbsMemConfig = (CallString k → AbsEnv ⊥ ) During VSA, all abstract transformers are passed a memory-region status map that indicates which memory-regions, in the context of a given call-string cs, are summary memory-regions. Whereas the Global region is always non-summary and all malloc-regions are always summary, to decide whether a procedure P 's memory-region is a summary memory-region, first call-string cs is traversed, and then the call graph is traversed, to see whether the runtime stack could contain multiple pending activation records for P . Fig. 3(b) shows the memory-region status map for different call-strings of length 2.
The memory-region status map provides one of two pieces of information used to identify when a strong update can be performed. In particular, an abstract transformer can perform a strong update if the operation modifies (a) a register, or (b) a non-array variable in a non-summary memory-region. Example 1. We will illustrate VSA using the C program 2 shown in Fig. 4(a) . For this example, there would be three regions: Global, AR main, and malloc M1.
The value-sets that are obtained from VSA at the bottom of the loop body are shown in Fig. 4(b) . Fig. 4(c) shows the value-sets in terms of the variables in the C program.
-
indicates that i has a value (or a global address) in the range [0, 4].
in the malloc-region associated with malloc-site M1.
indicates that head contains offset 0 in the malloc-region associated with malloc-site M1. -"elem->a → ⊤" and "elem->next → ⊤" indicate that elem->a and elem->next may contain any possible value. VSA could not determine better value-sets for these variables because of the weak-update problem mentioned earlier. Because malloc does not initialize the block of memory that it re-struct List { int a; struct List* next; }; int main() { int i; struct List* head = NULL; struct List* elem; for(i = 0; i < 5; ++i) { M1: elem = (struct List*) malloc(sizeof(struct List)); elem->a = i; elem->next = head; L1: head = elem; turns, VSA assumes (safely) that elem->a and elem->next may contain any possible value after the call to malloc. Because malloc M1 is a summary memory-region, only weak updates can be performed at the instructions that initialize the fields of elem. Therefore, the value-sets associated with the fields of elem remain ⊤. Fig. 4(d) shows the information pictorially. The double box denotes a summary object. Dashed edges denote may-points-to information. In our example, VSA has recovered the following: (1) head and elem may point to one of the objects represented by the summary object, (2) "elem->next" may point to any possible location, and (3) "elem->a" may contain any possible value.
An Abstraction for Heap-Allocated Storage
This section describes the recency-abstraction. The recency-abstraction is similar in some respects to the allocation-site abstraction, in that each abstract node is associated with a particular allocation site; however, the recency-abstraction uses two memory-regions per allocation site s: Example 2. Fig. 5 shows a trace of the evolution of parts of the AbsEnvs for three instructions in a loop during VSA. It is assumed that there are three fields in the memory-regions MRAB and NMRAB (shown as the three rectangles within MRAB and NMRAB). Double boxes around NMRAB objects in Fig. 5(c) and (d) are used to indicate that they are summary memory-regions.
For brevity, in Fig. 5 the effect of each instruction is denoted using C syntax; the original source code in the loop body contains a C++ statement "p = new C", where C is a class that has virtual methods f and g. The symbols f and g that appear in Fig. 5 represent the addresses of methods f and g. The symbol p and the two fields of VT represent variables of the Global region. The dotted lines in Fig. 5(b)-(d) indicate how the value of NMRAB after the malloc statement depends on the value of MRAB and NMRAB before the malloc statement.
The AbsEnvs stabilize after four iterations. Note that in each of Fig. 5(a) -(d), it can be established that the instruction "p->vt = &VT" modifies exactly one field in a non-summary memory-region, and hence a strong update can be performed on p->vt. This establishes a definite link-i.e., a must -point-to linkbetween MRAB and VT. The net effect is that the analysis establishes a definite link between NMRAB and VT as well: the vt field of each object represented by NMRAB must point to VT. Example 3. Fig. 6 shows the improved VSA information recovered for the program from Fig. 4 at the end of the loop when the recency-abstraction is used. In particular, we have the following information:
-elem and head definitely point to the beginning of the MRAB region. This idea is formalized with the following basic domains (where underlining indicates differences from the domains given in §2):
The analysis associates each program point with an AbsMemConfig: 
′ . In x86 code, return values are passed back in register eax. Let size denote the size of the block allocated at the allocation site. The value of size is obtained from the value-set associated with the parameter of the allocation method. In addition, absEnv ′ is updated on the following arguments:
where + SR denotes SmallRange addition. In the present implementation, we assume that an allocation always succeeds; hence, in place of the first and last lines above, we use
Consequently, the analysis only explores the behavior of the system on executions in which allocations always succeed.
-The join absEnv 1 ⊔absEnv 2 of absEnv 1 , absEnv 2 ∈ AbsEnv is performed pointwise; in particular,
where the join of two AllocMemRgns is also performed pointwise:
In all other abstract transformers (e.g., assignments, data movements, interpretation of conditions, etc. 
Experiments
This section describes the results of our preliminary experiments. The first three columns of numbers in Tab. 1 show the characteristics of the set of examples that we used in our evaluation. These programs were originally used by Pande and Ryder in [29] to evaluate their algorithm for resolving virtual-function calls in C++ programs. The programs in C++ were compiled without optimization 3 using the Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0 compiler and the .obj files obtained from the compiler were analyzed. We did not make use of debugging information in the experiments. The final seven columns of Tab. 1 report the performance (both accuracy and time) of the version of VSA that incorporates the recency abstraction to help resolve virtual-function calls.
-In these examples, every indirect call-site in the executable corresponds to a virtual-function call-site in the source code. -The column labeled ⊥ shows the number of (apparently) unreachable indirect call-sites. -The column labeled ⊤ shows the number of reachable indirect call-sites at which VSA could not determine the targets. A non-zero value in the ⊤-column means that at some indirect call-sites VSA could not resolve the virtual-function call to a specific subset of the procedures. VSA reports such call-sites to the user, but does not explore any procedures from that call-site. This is a source of false negatives, and occurred for 9 of the 15 programs. On the other hand, for the 6 programs for which the ⊤-column is 0, any callsites reported in the ⊥-column are definitely unreachable. In particular, the eight call-sites that were identified as unreachable in deriv1 are definitely unreachable. -The other columns show the distribution of the number of targets at the indirect call-sites. For example, the column labeled 1 denotes the number of indirect call-sites that had a single target.
It is important to realize that these results are obtained solely by using abstract interpretation to track the flow of data through memory (including the heap). The analysis algorithm does not rely on symbol-table or debugging information; instead it uses the structure-discovery mechanism described in [4] . On average, our method resolved 55% of the virtual-function call-sites, whereas previous tools for analyzing executables-such as IDAPro, as well as our own previous work using VSA without the recency abstraction [3] -fail to resolve any of the virtual-function call-sites.
Manual inspection revealed that most of the situations in which VSA could not resolve indirect call-sites were due to VSA not being able to establish that some loop definitely initializes all of the elements of some array. The problem is as follows: In some of the example programs, an array of pointers to objects is initialized via a loop. These pointers are later used to perform a virtual-function call. Even when VSA succeeded in establishing the link between the VFT-field and the virtual-function table, VSA could not establish that all elements of the array are definitely initialized by the instruction in the loop, and hence the abstract value that represents the values of the elements of the array remains ⊤.
Note that this issue is orthogonal to the problem addressed in this paper. That is, even if one were to use other mechanisms (such as the one described in [15] ) to establish that all the elements of an array are initialized, the problem of establishing the link between the VFT-field and the virtual-function table still requires mechanisms similar to the recency-abstraction.
This issue makes it difficult for us to give a direct comparison of our approach with that of [29] ; in particular, [29] makes the unsafe assumption that elements in a array of pointers (say, locally allocated or heap allocated) initially point to nothing (∅), rather than to anything (⊤). Suppose that p[] is such an array of pointers and that a loop initializes every other element with &a. A sound result would be that p's elements can point to anything. However, because in the algorithm used in [29] the points-to set of p is initially ∅, [29] would determine that p's elements point to a, which is unsound.
Related Work
Some of the relationships between our approach and past work on abstractions of heap-allocated storage were already mentioned near the end of §1.
The recency-abstraction is similar in flavor to the allocation-site abstraction [6, 24] , in that each abstract node is associated with a particular allocation site; however, the recency-abstraction is designed to take advantage of the fact that VSA is a flow-sensitive, context-sensitive algorithm. Note that if the recency-abstraction were used with a flow-insensitive algorithm, it would provide little additional precision over the allocation-site abstraction: because a flow-insensitive algorithm has just one abstract memory configuration that expresses a program-wide invariant, the algorithm would have to perform weak updates for assignments to MRAB nodes (as well as for assignments to NMRAB nodes); that is, edges emanating from an MRAB node would also have to be accumulated.
With a flow-sensitive algorithm, the recency-abstraction uses twice as many abstract nodes as the allocation-site abstraction, but under certain conditions it is sound for the algorithm to perform strong updates for assignments to MRAB nodes, which is crucial to being able to establish a definite link between the set of objects allocated at a certain site and a particular virtual-function table.
If one ignores actual addresses of allocated objects and adopts the fiction that each allocation site generates objects that are independent of those produced at any other allocation site, another difference between the recency-abstraction and the allocation-site abstraction comes to light:
-The allocation-site abstraction imposes a fixed partition on the set of allocated nodes. -The recency-abstraction shares the "multiple-partition" property that one sees in the shape-analysis abstractions of [33] . An MRAB node represents a unique node in any given concrete memory configuration-namely, the most recently allocated node at the allocation site. In general, however, an abstract memory configuration represents multiple concrete memory configurations, and a given MRAB node generally represents different concrete nodes in the different concrete memory configurations.
Hackett and Rugina [17] describe a method that uses local reasoning about individual heap locations, rather than global reasoning about entire heap abstractions. In essence, they use an independent-attribute abstraction: each "tracked location" is tracked independently of other locations in concrete memory configurations. The recency-abstraction is a different independent-attribute abstraction.
The use of count information on (N)MRAB nodes was inspired by the heap abstraction of Yavuz-Kahveci and Bultan [39] , which also attaches numeric information to summary nodes to characterize the number of concrete nodes represented. The information on summary node u of abstract memory configuration S describes the number of concrete nodes that are mapped to u in any concrete memory configuration that S represents. Gopan et al. [14] also attach numeric information to summary nodes; however, such information does not provide a characterization of the number of concrete nodes represented: in both the present paper and [39] , each concrete node that is combined into a summary node contributes 1 to a sum that labels the summary node; in contrast, when concrete nodes are combined together in the approach presented in [14] , the effect is to create a set of values (to which an additional numeric abstraction may then be applied).
The size information on (N)MRAB nodes can be thought of as an abstraction of auxiliary size information attached to each concrete node, where the concrete size information is abstracted in the style of [14] .
Strictly speaking, the use of counts on abstract heap nodes lies outside the framework of [33] for program analysis using 3-valued logic (unless the framework were to be extended with counting quantifiers [21, Sect. 12.3] ). However, the use of counts is also related to the notion of active/inactive individuals in logical structures [30] , which has been used in the 3-valued logic framework to give a more compact representation of logical structures [26, Chap. 7] . In general, the use of an independent-attribute method in the heap abstraction described in §3 provides a way to avoid the combinatorial explosion that the 3-valued logic framework suffers from: the 3-valued logic framework retains the use of separate logical structures for different combinations of present/absent nodes, whereas counts permit them to be combined. Several algorithms [2, 5, 10, 37, 29] have been proposed to resolve virtualfunction calls in C++ and Java programs. For each pointer p, these algorithms determine an over-approximation of the set of types of objects that p may point to. When p is used in a virtual-function call invocation, the set of types is used to disambiguate the targets of the call. Static information such as the class hierarchy, aliases, the set of instantiated objects, etc. are used to reduce the size of the set of types for each pointer p. Because we work on stripped executables, type information is not available. The method presented in §3 analyzes the code in the constructor that initializes the virtual-function pointer of an object to establish a definite link between the object and the virtual-function table, which is subsequently used to resolve virtual-function calls. Moreover, algorithms such as Rapid Type Analysis (RTA) [2] and Class Hierarchy Analysis (CHA) [10] rely on programs being type-safe. The results of CHA and RTA cannot be relied on in the presence of arithmetic operations on addresses, which is present in executables.
